Abstract-Remote procedure call (RPC) is the most popular paradigm used today to build distributed systems and applications. As a consequence, the term "RPC" has grown to include a range of vastly different protocols above the transport layer. A resulting problem is that programs often use different RPC protocols, cannot be interconnected directly, and building a solution for each case in a large heterogeneous environment is prohibitively expensive. In this paper, we describe the design of a system that can synthesize programs (RPC agents) to accommodate RPC heterogeneities. Because of its synthesis capability, our system also facilitates the design and implementation of new RPC protocols through rapid prototyping. We have built a prototype system to validate the design and to estimate the agent development costs and cross-RPC performance. Our evaluation shows that our synthesis approach provides a more general solution than existing approaches do, and with lower software development and maintenance costs, while maintaining reasonable cross-RPC performance.
I. INTRODUCTION EMOTE procedure call (RPC) [6] is perhaps the most
R popular paradigm used today to build distributed applications. Many RPC semantics have been designed and implemented in recent years to meet application-specific requirements. Examples are synchronous RPC [6], [7] , [8] ; asynchronous RPC [9] , [IO] , [ll] ; fault-tolerant RPC [12] ; broadcast RPC [7] , [8] , [13] ; maybe RPC (no-return RPC) [7] , [SI, [13] , [14] ; RPC with atomic transactions [15] ; and RPC with a call-back mechanism [SI. [13] . With emerging applications like multimedia conferencing and distributed realtime applications, it is conceivable that even more RPC protocols will be designed and implemented. Because of this diversity of RPC protocols, we adopt a general view of RPC as a protocol above the transport layer in this paper.
The problem with having many different RPC protocols is that user programs built on top of different RPC protocols cannot be interconnected directly. This difficulty not only greatly reduces the availability of software and resources in a large heterogeneous distributed environment but also increases the costs of developing and maintaining distributed Broadly speaking, our RPC agent synthesis scheme (see Fig.  1 ) has two components: a language (Cicero) to describe RPC protocol constructions and a run-time environment (Nestor) to synthesize and activate RPC agents automatically. In this paper, we focus on the design of the synthesis scheme and its run-time environment.
Because of its synthesis capability, our system can also be used as a rapid prototyping tool for experimenting with new RPC protocols. This can be a very useful capability for developers. Therefore, our design considers this usage as well. In summary, our system is designed to provide developers with the following two services:
I ) Cross-RPC Service: Supporting cross-RPC communication to increase software availability. 2) Customized RPC Service: Fast prototyping of customized RPC protocols for experimenting with new RPC features and semantics. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the design of our RPC agent synthesis scheme. Section 111 describes the run-time support in Nestor. Section IV describes a real RPC protocol using Cicero. Section V describes the validation of the design by evaluating agent development costs and cross-RPC performance of synthesized agents. Section VI discusses related work. Finally, Section VI1 prcsents our conclusions. RPC semantics representing the largest common denominator between two RPC protocols. These semantics are the best that can be achieved, because the two processes at the end of the cross-RPC link assume their local RPC semantics in their dealings with the world. We have no control over them or over the semantics of their native RPC protocols. The link protocol may also include some user-specified RPC semantics in addition to the shared RPC semantics. This flexibility allows users to tailor existing RPC protocols for special environments or applications. For example, in implementing a heterogeneous distributed transaction system, a user may wish to log each RPC argument and the results for crash recovery. This function can be implemented by the link protocol if neither the client nor the server RPC protocol provides this function.
Although the RPC agent synthesis scheme is straightforward (see Fig. l) , designing an RPC agent synthesis scheme is not easy, because many design issues must be considered and trade-offs carefully balanced. The design of the RPC agent synthesis scheme is the focus of this section. We first motivate the scheme by considering how the scheme and agents will be used (Sections 1I.A and 1I.B). Then we discuss how different RPC heterogeneities are handled (Section 1I.C).
A. Agent Synthesis Scenarios
Two agent synthesis scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b). Fig. 2(a) illustrates the case where client and server programs may be modified. In this situation, RPC agents may be linked into user code. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the agent synthesis scenario where client and server programs may not be modified. The synthesized agents are independent processes in this case. Fig. 2(a) is the most likely scenario for customized RPC service, and Fig. 2(b) applies to cross-RPC service.
Both synthesis scenarios require a link protocol to connect the client and server agents. This link protocol is generated by our synthesis scheme. For customized RPC service, the link protocol represents the specified RPC protocol. For cross-RPC service, the link protocol usually implements cross-
B . Agent Configuration
The best agent configuration for customized RPC service is a two-agent configuration with the agents linked into the client and server (see Fig. 3 ). However, there are two possible configuration choices for cross-RPC service: a one-agent configuration and a two-agent configuration (see Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b)). The one-agent configuration consists of a gateway agent that interconnects two programs using different RPC protocols (see Fig. 3(a) ). The two-agent configuration can be constructed by splitting the gateway agent into two agents connected by a link protocol (see Fig. 3(b) ). These two agents, the client and the server agent, are placed on the client and server machines, respectively. I We use the two-agent configuration for our synthesis scheme because it results in a much cleaner synthesis scheme than does 'Placing agents on client and server machines is an access control issue, not a limitation of the scheme. the one-agent configuration. It is cleaner because each agent needs to know only the local and the link RPC protocols, and the run-time support for both the native and the link RPC protocols are locally available. In contrast, a one-agent configuration does not have all of the run-time support available locally, because the single gateway agent must be located on either the client machine or server machine. In either case, it must be aware of the details of the RPC that are not available locally, complicating agent construction and synthesis. Further, it is easy to handle both customized RPC service and cross-RPC service with the two-agent configuration, because customized RPC service must use a two-agent configuration.
To examine the performance implications of a two-agent configuration, we use the following equations to determine S , the slowdown in performance with respect to a reference RPC ref:
Ttotal represents the total elapsed time for our RPC, which is the sum of the elapsed time for passing data from a client to the client agent (TClient) , from the client agent to the server agent (Tlink), and from server agent to the server (T,,,,,r) . The slowdown S is defined as the ratio of the total elapsed time of our RPC to Tref, the elapsed time of the reference RPC (the RPC we are compared with). Surprisingly, using a two-agent configuration causes little degradation of RPC performance for most cases. For the customized RPC case, performance is unaffected, because both agents can usually be linked with the corresponding client and server programs directly. This fact is expressed by the following conditions:
The first condition assumes that the link protocol is well implemented and has performance competitive with the reference RPC. This assumption will be supported by the performance data in Section V-B. The second condition represents the fact that local procedure calls are much faster than remote procedure calls. With these two conditions, (1) reduces to the following:
In some cases, using knowledge about the client and server machines, it may be possible to build customized RPC whose performance may even exceed the performance of the native RPC system. For example, if it is known that the client and server machines both use the same data representation and compiler, the programmer can synthesize agents that bypass the marshalling/unmarshalling routines. For an RPC that supports only one external data representation (like SUN RPCKDR), however, such a bypass cannot be accomplished without changing the RPC protocol.
For cross-RPC, the slowdown is determined by the ratio of the elapsed time of the native RPC (Tr~,er,t. T,,,,,,,) 
C. Handling RPC Hetesogeneities
One crucial issue in designing an RPC agent synthesis scheme is determining how different RPC heterogeneities should be handled. We have found that a proper classification of RPC heterogeneities to be very useful in providing insights on how to handle various RPC heterogeneities.
We define an RPC protocol simply as a protocol above the transport layer. Although the general scheme discussed here can be applied to other layers, we limit our discussion to the heterogeneity issues above the transport layer. For accommodating heterogeneities at the transport layer, readers can refer to [2] for more information.
Two RPC systems can be very different. Differences may exist in the call semantics,2 in the failure semantics,3 in the RPC topology: in the external data representation,' in the naming and binding mechanism: in the authentication/encryption mechanism,' and so on. Clearly, with so many heterogeneities to be accommodated, building a solution for each case is prohibitively expensive. Even using a synthesis scheme, we must minimize the amount of code to be synthesized to make the scheme manageable.
Our approach is to first classify RPC heterogeneities into those that are semantics-dependent, and those that are semantics-independent. For example, heterogeneities in call semantics and failure semantics are semantics-dependent, whereas heterogeneities in RPC message format are semanticsindependent because they are artifacts of implementation.
We handle RPC heterogeneities differently depending upon their type. Semantics-dependent heterogeneities are call semantics (ASTRA). handled by synthesizing the implementation of the specified semantics directly, and semantics-independent heterogeneities are handled by providing a default implementation of each mechanism. For performance reasons, programmers must be able to control the implementation of RPC semantics. Therefore, we use a synthesis approach designed to give programmers the maximum flexibility in describing their RPC semantics implementation. Fig. 4 summarizes three aspects of RPC semantics: call semantics, failure semantics, and RPC topology, which must be described in the protocol construction language and synthesized by the synthesizer. Semantics-independent heterogeneities are encapsulated in the link protocol and have little effect on applications. For example, users need not be concerned with what external data representation is used, as long as the link protocol provides one. Therefore, all mechanisms pertaining to semanticsindependent heterogeneities are provided through libraries or as run-time services. Because there is no need to describe semantics-independent implementations, our construction language need describe only RPC semantics-dependent implementations. This not only makes the construction language simpler but also greatly reduces the complexity of the synthesis scheme, with little or no detriment to the generality of the solution.
To quantify the reduction in complexity due to this RPC heterogeneity classification, we classify the source codeX of different RPC implementations (OSF/DCE and SUN) into several categories, based on the common functionalities provided by the RPC run-time. This classification provides information about the complexities of implementing or synthesizing each functionality. Results are listed in the first two columns of Table I . ' The source code consists of both C source files and related include tiles. The number of lines of source code is estimated by counting ':'. The number of lines of include files is estimated by counting ':' and '#'. Table I are defined as follows.
The categories listed in
BASIC: Routines for implementing the common data structures, the basic utilities, and the infrastructure of the run-time. CONV: Routines related to data representation conversion. CLNT: Routines to implement the client protocol machine. NS: Routines related to name service. AUTH: Routines perform encryption/decryption and authentication. SV: Rroutines to implement the server protocol machine. OTHER: Routines not belonging to any of the above categories (e.g., debugging related routines). The last column in Table I deserves some additional explanation. This column estimates the effort of hand crafting a client agent that provides minimal SUN RPC functionality. This minimal client agent implements SUN RPC at-most-once semantics on top of TCP.' The implementation of the client agent also includes the basic functionalities of, for example, marshalling and server binding. The estimate in Table I was arrived at by extracting related source code from the current SUN RPC implementation.
From Table I , we can see that it is too complex to synthesize an entire RPC run-time. This is because there are simply too many different aspects and details to be described, such as RPC protocol machines, the naming scheme, the security mechanisms, and data representation.
If we synthesize only the code related to semanticsdependent heterogeneities (CLNT + SV), however, more than 60% of code can be provided by either the run-time or libraries. In other words, the maximal amount of code to be synthesized (CLNT + SV) is 30% to 40% of the entire RPC package, and includes all of the different RPC semantics supported by a specific RPC package. Luckily, most of the time, only one of the many supported RPC semantics is used, and usually only a client agent need be synthesized.'" In such cases, the amount of code to be synthesized can be further reduced to 4% (= s)
of an entire RPC run-time, Nevertheless, the CLNT code still accounts for more than 20% of the entire client agent code. Therefore, we would like to develop a language to further reduce the coding effort for implementing RPC protocols. We have developed Cicero, a protocol construction language, is developed for describing RPC protocols. We will only briefly describe Cicero in this paper, however, because the semantics of Cicero language constructs are issues orthogonal to the synthesis scheme and are described elsewhere [ 161.
NESTOR: RUN-TIME SUPPORT FOR AGENT SYNTHESIS
The major difference among Nestor, our run-time, and traditional RPC run-times is that Nestor provides additional support for facilitating agent synthesis. Therefore, we focus 'It would require more code if the client agent were built on top of UDP. "'The server and the server agents have already been built. on details about how our agent synthesis scheme works and how Nestor supports agent synthesis.
A. Specifications and Agent Synthesis
Synthesizing agents involves two steps: 1) constructing necessary synthesis specifications, and 2 ) synthesizing agents from specifications. The first step involves describing RPC semantics, interfaces, and instructions for synthesis. The second step involves generating code, compiling, and linking all of the components and libraries to create executable images of agents.
To synthesize an RPC agent, three specifications are required: the RPC protocol construction, the RPC interface specification, and the RPC agent profile specification. The RPC protocol construction and the RPC interface together determine what agent will be synthesized. Specifically, the RPC protocol construction (written in Cicero) describes the implementation of RPC semantics (i.e., call semantics, failure semantics, and RPC topology). The RPC interface specification describes the remote interface specification and is used to generate stubs, which are used to interface with the client, the server, and our run-time libraries. The agent profile specification determines how an agent will be synthesized and managed. The agent profile specification is a configuration file, containing instructions for synthesizing and managing agents. For example, the agent profile specification defines the synthesis environment and activation parameters for an agent. For each protocol, two sets of these specifications are needed: one for the client agent and one for the server agent.
Nestor uses a set of libraries and utility programs to synthesize executable images of RPC agents. These libraries include the protocol construction library and the extemal data representation library. The protocol construction library provides the functions to implement the link protocol between two agents. The extemal data representation library provides the marshalling/unmarshalling routines for RPC agents. The utility programs used by Nestor consist of compilers for Cicero and C, a stub generator, and a software packaging utility (like the UNIX make).
Fig. 5 illustrates how these specifications and utility programs work together to synthesize an agent. The Cicero compiler compiles the RPC protocol construction and outputs a C-code implementation of the specified RPC semantics. This C code will be compiled by the native C compiler and linked with the libraries to implement the link protocol. The stub generator compiles the RPC interface specifications and generates the stub routines that interface with the client or server program and with the link protocol implementation. For customized RPC service, Nestor provides its own stub generator and library to the user. For cross-RPC service, Nestor expects stub generators from the native RPC facilities, which it uses to synthesize the native RPC stub for the agent. When a stub generator is not available, users are required to provide RPC stubs. Finally, RPC stubs, libraries, and the linkprotocol implementation are linked together to form an agent. This entire synthesis process is specified in the RPC agent profile specification and controlled by the software packaging utility.
B . Other Related Support for Agent Synthesis
There are two other kinds of support related to agent synthesis: the specification-transfer support and the agentmanagement support. The specification-transfer support facilitates importing or exporting protocol constructions between sites, and is useful because the protocol constructions may not be available at the machine where an agent will be synthesized. For example, a user may wish to perform a heterogeneous RPC using server RPC semantics, and the client-agent construction for the server RPC protocol may not be available at the client machine. To synthesize the client agent, the client can import the client-agent construction from the server. This support is provided to encourage sharing of RPC protocol constructions in a large heterogeneous environment, so that programmers can use or customize existing protocol constructions instead of writing new ones themselves.
The ability to import protocol constructions from the outside not only reduces agent development costs but also offers other advantages. It provides immediate software availability after a protocol construction is created or updated. Clients would import the new specifications and synthesize local agents. It minimizes disturbance when updating existing RPC's and introducing new RPC's. Hence, RPC protocol evolution is well supported. It also offers the opportunity to synthesize specialized code to improve performance. Finally, it also makes the synthesis solution scalable, and makes each site fully autonomous.
The agent management support is responsible for all activities related to agent management, including agent run-time activities and agent caching. At run-time, the agent-management support is responsible for controlling the activation, execution, and termination of agents. All of these activities are specified in RPC agent profile specifications. For example, users can provide the activation instructions for a newly synthesized agent in the RPC agent profile specification, so that Nestor can automatically activate the synthesized agent. If an agent is linked with a client or server program, the agent management support is used to activate the client and the server directly. The agent management support can also be instructed to cache synthesized agents for future use to avoid synthesizing frequently used agents repeatedly.
C. An Agent Synthesis Scenario
To describe how Nestor synthesizes agents, we will present a cross-RPC service scenario where agents are synthesized and activated automatically. We also assume that the user has already discovered the server host address through the Nestor name service support (see Section 1II.D for details). The steps in the agent synthesis process are shown as numbered arcs in Fig. 6 .
The Nestor run-time environment consists of two components: an Internet RPC Service Daemon (IRSD), and an agent manager (AM). IRSD is a process that handles all synthesis requests and is brought up at machine initialization time. It initializes itself by reading files containing configuration information and the specifications of services exported from the site. It then waits for requests from local clients and remote IRSD's. Upon receiving a request, IRSD forks off a copy of the Agent Manager (AM) to serve the request. The AM is responsible for synthesizing, executing, and terminating an agent. To facilitate interaction between the user and Nestor, the user is provided with a command-line interpreter called the Nestor Client Interface. It allows the user to interact with Nestor by issuing commands. Here we assume that the user uses this interface to contact Nestor.
Initially, Nestor runs as an IRSD daemon on the local machine and listens on well-known ports. When the user first contacts the local Nestor instance, it creates an AM to handle the user's requests. The user issues the synthesis request to the client AM (step I). The client AM locates the client-agent synthesis specifications and contacts the server-side Nestor instance (step 2). The server-side Nestor instance now forks off an AM to handle the requests from the client AM. After the server AM verifies the client's requests, both the client and the server AM synthesize the agents (steps 3 and 4). After the server agent is synthesized, the server agent is activated. The port number used by the server agent is returned to the client agent through AM's (steps 5 through 7). Now the agents are ready to perform the specified heterogeneous RPC.
D. Other RPC-Related Support
search topic by itself. It is not the focus of the current design, however; therefore, for our system, we simply apply existing mechanisms as appropriate for our purposes.
The Nestor name service support helps a client contact a server by using two items of information: the server host address and the port number of its agent. The server host address is discovered by querying a global database" that has knowledge of all available services in the network. The port number is obtained through cooperation between the clientside and the server-side Nestor instances. More specifically, the server-side Nestor instance obtains the port number exported by the server agent and passes it to the client-side Nestor instance. The client agent can now obtain the port number from its local Nestor instance.
The Nestor name-service support is a default name-service mechanism provided to bypass heterogeneity problems in name service. For cross-RPC communication, different naming mechanisms may be used for the client and the server RPC systems. In our scheme, the differences in naming mechanisms are subsumed by RPC agents, because the client and the server always contact their agents by using the native RPC run-time support. How the client agent locates the server agent is independent of the native naming mechanisms. Thus, Nestor provides its own name service support to locate agents without interfering with the native naming mechanism. This is advantageous because no explicit mapping is necessary between the native naming model and the Nestor naming model. The Nestor name service support exemplifies how we handle semantics independent heterogeneities (see Section 1I.C).
IV. AN EXAMPLE
The example given in this section serves two purposes. First, it illustrates how to use Cicero to construct an RPC protocol. Second, it provides a basis for estimating agent development costs using our scheme, which is discussed in Section V.
The example uses Cicero to construct a synchronous multicast RPC protocol with at-least-once failure semantics. That is, a client can contact more than one server at a time by making one remote procedure call, and the caller is blocked until all of the replies are received or until an error occurs. We implement these semantics in two steps. First, we describe the at-least-once semantics. Then we add the code for the call semantics and the topology.
Let us assume that the original protocol specification for the at-least-once semantics are specified by an extended finite state machine (FSM) shown in Fig. 7 , where input events can be associated with conditions.
To prepare readers for the example, we first briefly introduce Cicero and its constructs. Cicero is an event-driven specification language derived from POST [ 171. Unlike specifications in languages like LOTOS [181 and Estelle [19] , which are declarative (nonexecutable), Cicero specifications are constructive (executable). This feature allows programmers to provide execution information to guide the protocol synthesis Name is provided by In heterogeneous " It does not matter whether the database is distributed or replicated. Here distributed environments, name service is an important re-we treat it as a single entity. Although the Cicero specification for the at-least-once semantics can be more compact, we present a version that is slightly longer, in order to make the implementation easier to understand. There is a one-to-one mapping in events between the FSM specification in Fig. 7 and the Cicero code segment, except that the sendmsg event is replaced by a library call. The correspondence between the Cicero code segment and the original specification is indicated within the comments of the code segment. Table I1 describes the semantics of various event syntax associated with the when constructs in the Cicero code segments.
1 b u n d l e c l i e n t -r p c ( C C -h a n d l e -t h a n d l e , ''1.'' C C m s g -t * m s g ) 2 { 3 i n t err-code ; 4 l o n g w a i t -t i m e ; 5 e v e n t recvmsq, w a i t , r e t r y ; 6 7 w h e n ( I N I T ) : / * FSM: s t a r t -> w a i t * / .4 is the first executed action when enclosing bundle is invoked. w h e n ( w a i t ) : / * FSM: w a i t -> r e t r y * / { C C -w a i t ( w a i t -t i m e ) ; } e m i t r e t r y ; end;
w h e n ( r e t r y ) *MAX-RETRY: / * FSM: -> r e t r y w a i t / e r r * / { C C -s e n d -u d e f m s g ( h a n d l e ) ; } / * sendmsg * / e m i t w a i t ; e n d : e m i t r e t u r n : ( v a l = E -R P C F A I L ) ; / * rpc f a i l e d * /
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After sending out the message (line 12), two when constructs (lines 17 and 21) run concurrently, waiting for a reply or a time-out, respectively. If a reply is received, the bundle retums. If a time-out occurs, the original message is sent again. Such retry continues until either a reply is received or the number of retries exceeds the limit MAX-RETRY. In the later case, the bundle retums with an error. All of the functions with prefix name "CC-" are provided by the Cicero communication library, and their functionality is briefly described in Table  111 . The Cicero communication library is derived from our universal RPC toolkit [20] , which is a toolkit for prototyping a variety of RPC systems rapidly.
We now complete the description of the synchronous multicast RPC and specify the synchronous call semantics and multicast topology. The description is listed below.
One multicast RPC is broken into a number of component RPC's, one for each server binding (represented by handles). Each component RPC (client_rpc()) runs with its own thread and has the at-least-once semantics described previously (lines 12-18). Each time a component RPC completes, a reply event instance is emitted (line 16). If enough reply instances have been collected, the multicast RPC completes (lines 19-24). If To validate our design, we evaluate our synthesis solution from two aspects: agent development costs and cross-RPC performance using synthesized agents. We have built a prototype for both Nestor and Cicero and have ported them to UNIX BSD 4.3 and Mach 2.5.
A . Agent Development Costs
We use lines of source code to estimate the costs of developing agents. In the above example, it takes 35 lines" to "To facilitate comparisons with the results in Table I . Section I1.C. the number of lines of source code was also computed by countins *':". describe a synchronous multicast RPC. From Table I in Section ILC, it takes 860 lines of C code to handcraft a simple SUN RPC client agent, which has no multicast capability. These two cases are summarized in Table IV .
Because the example given above implements more complex RPC semantics than does the client agent described in Section II.C, it takes even less Cicero code to describe the same RPC semantics implemented by the client agent. Therefore, we can estimate confidently that more than 95% of coding effort can be saved by using our agent synthesis scheme.
Although the 95% saving may sound dramatic, it is not surprising, because our heterogeneity classification allows us to provide 80% of agent code through libraries and run-time services for semantics-independent mechanisms. The remaining 15% is generated by the Cicero compiler or provided by the Cicero run-time library. Similar savings can also be found for the corresponding server agent, because the implementations of the client and server agent are symmetrical and are comparable in their code sizes. (See CLNT and SV in Table I.) There are two other factors in our scheme that can further reduce agent development costs. First, a large portion of Cicero code can often be written to mirror some existing protocol specification, making it easier to construct correct protocol implementations. We have illustrated this process in the above example, translating an extended FSM protocol specification into Cicero code segment. Second, the effort of coding agents can be eliminated altogether if the agent constructions are available elsewhere on the network. Programmers can use Nestor's specification-transfer support to obtain these constructions.
B . Cross-RPC Pei-jbfor.mat1c.e
Cross-RPC performance depends on the performance of native RPC's and the link protocol implemented by synthesized agents. Since we have no control over the performance of native RPC's, we focus on the performance of synthesized agents. Agent performance depends on two factors: the Cicero run-time overhead and the performance of the communication primitives provided by the Cicero communication library. The Cicero run-time overhead is about 0.3 ms on average, which mostly comes from the overheads of thread management and mutual exclusion support [ 161.
The performance of the communication primitives is represented by the performance of an RPC protocol constructed using these primitives. These RPC protocols, ATM I-RPC/UDP and ATMI-RPCPCP, are constructed on top of UDP and TCP, respectively, with at-most-once semantics. The perfor- Table V .) As Table V indicates, our RPC performance is competitive, even with the Cicero overheads included. The range of RPC performance is about 2.5 ms and up. Adding this performance with the average language overhead (~0 . 3 ms), the performance is still competitive with SUN RPC. With normal daily workloads on the network and workstations, the round-trip elapsed time will be even longer ( 5 ms -10 ms), making the language overhead even smaller in relative terms.
Two sets of measurements were carried out for cross-RPC: one set each for a one-agent configuration and for a twoagent configuration. Each set of measurements consisted of three cross-RPC cases involving SUN RPC, Mach RPC, and HP/Apollo NCS/NCA RPC, respectively. These RPC's all passed a one-character string to their servers and get back an integer. Both sets of measurements used the ATM 1 -RPC/TCP as the link protocol.
The machines and the RPC's used in these measurements are illustrated in Fig. 8 as shaded boxes. Specifically, the Sun Sparc 1 workstation used SUN RPC; the Sun 3/60 used Mach RPC; and the HP/Apollo DNSSOO used NCS RPC. These machines were connected through our campuswide network (Fig. 8) . In measuring the one-agent configuration cases (Table  VI) , a Sun Sparc 1 workstation was used as the client machine running ATM I-RPCRCP in all three cases. This machine was also used as the client machine running SUN RPC in the two-agent configuration cases (Table VII) . Table VI lists the cross-RPC performance for three oneagent configuration cases with an RPC agent running at the server machine. The first two are cross-RPC cases (ATMI/SUN and ATMl/Mach) on our local Ethemet, and the last case (ATM I/NCS) is cross-RPC through several gateways. For each case, a breakdown of remote ATMl RPC and the local RPC overheads is provided for analysis. Depending on the relative performance between the remote ATMl RPC and the local RPC, the cross-RPC slowdown over ATMl RPC (Sat,,) ranges from 1.29 to 2.45. Table VI1 lists the cross-RPC performance for three twoagent configuration cases. The first case is two-agent cross-RPC on our local Ethernet, and the rest are cross-RPC's across several gateways. For comparison, we also provide the round-trip time measurements for TCP sending a one-byte message directly between the client and the server. These measurements are used to approximate homogeneous RPC performance, and, because no RPC layer overhead is included here, the measurements give us a conservative estimate of a homogeneous RPC performance on top of TCP.
The two-agent configuration is the worst-case scenario for cross-RPC, when client and server programs may not be modified. In this worst-case scenario, the cross-RPC slowdown ranges from 1.6 to 2.7 over our estimated homogeneous RPC performance. Because the client and the server may not be modified in this case, however, handcrafted cross-RPC implementations do just as poorly. To compare with handcrafted implementations of one-agent configurations, oneagent cross-RPC's (Table VI) are used to approximate their performance. The two-agent cross-RPC is only slightly slower (3% to 7%) slower) than the one-agent RPC in the crossgateway cases. In the worst case, it is about 50%) slower than the one-agent implementation. This happens when a remote RPC takes about the same amount of time as a local RPC, a somewhat unlikely scenario.
VI. RELATED WORK
Most related work can be categorized into four classes: protocol libraries/architecture, remote evaluation schemes, remote interface synthesis, and specification compilers. Our solution is a hybrid of these four classes of solutions.
In general, solutions based on protocol libraries or architecture provide programmers with a library interface and an architecture for constructing protocols. Remote evaluation schemes require a client to pass a piece of code to the remote machine, where it is evaluated to provide service to the client. Although all remote-evaluation systems have similar code distribution mechanisms, the context and the language used in these systems are very different. For example, HDS/NCL [SI uses the special-purpose programming language NCL (based on LISP) to implement a heterogeneous network file system. Another example is REV [4] , which is embedded in the programming language CLU for supporting general purpose remote evaluation. Because our goal is to accommodate RPC protocol heterogeneities, which is very different from the focus of such earlier work, our system provides programmers a special protocol construction language (Cicero) for describing RPC protocols. The protocol descriptions are then used to synthesize RPC agents.
Remote interface synthesis schemes generate communication code according to some interface definition, so that procedures/modules written in different languages can communicate with each other in a heterogeneous environment. Examples of this type of scheme are the POLYLITH software bus [23] and the Horus stub generator [24] . All of these solutions are focused on resolving heterogeneities in data types and data representations. They all provide mappings from local data types and data representation to predefined data types and representations. Although our system also uses this approach to resolve heterogeneities in data types and representations, it also allows programmers to synthesize RPC agents to interconnect programs by using different RPC protocols. This feature is absent in remote interface synthesis solutions.
The work on specification compilers [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] has been focused on generating correct implementations from the formal protocol specifications, as in the LOTOS and Estelle languages. The portions of a protocol implementation that can be generated, however, depend on the environment and the specification language used, and the efficiency of generated code is also a concem [29] . Code quality is an important consideration, especially in the RPC context. Based on a protocol construction language, our prototype implementation can produce synthesized RPC agents with performance competitive with handcrafted RPC implementations. In some customized RPC cases, we believe that the synthesized code
I3The .r-kernel is included here because of its protocol synthesis capabilities.
l4 TACT is used for accommodating heterogeneities for Transport layer protocols, not for RPC. it is included here, however. for its library approach. may even perform better than handcrafted solution. This apparent paradox arises because synthesis can always tailor code for each case to improve performance, whereas handcrafted solutions usually incur overhead, targeting the general case. A good example of this principle is seen in the Synthesis kemel [30] , which provides significant speedup for UNIX kemel calls by generating specialized kemel routines for specific situations. In our context, for example, agents may bypass data conversion routines if both the client and the server use the same data representation.
VII. CONCLUSION
Our work illustrates that an agent synthesis scheme is an effective method for dealing with the many instances of RPC heterogeneity in heterogeneous distributed environments. Our agent synthesis scheme provides a solution with low software development and maintenance costs while maintaining reasonable cross-RPC performance.
The two-agent configuration is key to the handling of large numbers of heterogeneity instances. This configuration allows us to concentrate on synthesizing agents to handle only RPC semantics-dependent heterogeneities, and to encapsulate the semantics-independent heterogeneities within a local agent through run-time support and libraries, resulting in an 80% saving of agent development costs (see Section V-A). This encapsulation also greatly reduces the complexity of the synthesis scheme. For example, it allows us to bypass the heterogeneity problems in name service, which would otherwise add another dimension of complexity to the synthesis scheme. The two-agent configuration also allows clients to import protocol constructions from outside, which can further reduce agent development costs and support evolution of RPC The ability of our system to import protocol constructions from the outside provides immediate software availability after a protocol construction is created or updated. Clients would import the new specifications and synthesize local agents. It minimizes disturbance when updating existing RPC's and introducing new RPC's. Hence, RPC protocol evolution is well supported. It also offers the opportunity to synthesize specialized code to improve performance. Finally, it makes the synthesis solution scalable and makes each site fully autonomous.
It can be difficult to get performance on cross-RPC's equivalent to that of homogeneous RPC. This is because a slow native RPC can easily become a performance bottleneck, especially when the programs involved may not be modified. However, it is still much better to get work done with cross-RPC than to get no work done at all. More importantly, by using our synthesis scheme, cross-RPC can be accomplished with little software development and maintenance costs, and can achieve performance acceptable by most applications, even in the worst-case scenario.
We end with a comment on general cross-RPC's. Automatic synthesis works best for cross-RPC within the same class of RPC semantics, for example, cross-RPC among at-mostonce RPC's or among at-least-one RPC's. Although crossprotocols.
